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Background

Conservation planning focuses on identifying •

areas of importance for biodiversity

Many • conservation plans remain 

unimplemented

Conservation planners often have a •

biology/ecology background, and are 

reluctant to engage in the social aspects

Yet conservation planning and •

implementation is a social process

Effective • conservation planning must include 

both social and ecological considerations



Background

Explicitly incorporating social considerations •

into conservation planning helps to:

Create plans that are more likely to achieve their –

goals

Increase compliance with the plans and –

recommendations

Make plans more realistic and inclusive–

Consider trade– -offs explicitly

Conservation planners have • an ethical 

responsibility to respect the right of local 

communities to be an integral part of the 

planning process



Social considerations to 

date

• Spatial data on human uses

– Achieve conservation targets while minimizing 

effects on human uses

– Avoid highly used areas to minimize conflict even 

if they are of high biodiversity value

– Prioritize areas of high conservation value and 

understand impacts on human uses

• Social assessments

– Describe social, cultural, economic, political 

situation in planning region

– Identify rights-holders and stakeholders

– Identify local opportunities for conservation



Limitations of social 

considerations to date

Incorporating social data requires those •

data to be simplified and mapped, while 

some social considerations are aspatial

Process • and products of planning tend to 

be static, prescriptive, and often technical, 

limiting scope for including dynamics, 

values, and trade-offs among different 

objectives

Recognition of importance of social •

considerations, but little guidance on how 

to incorporate them



Linking conservation 

planning with social-

ecological systems

Systematic conservation planning •

framework

Social• -ecological systems framework



Systematic 

Conservation 

Planning

Scoping the process1.

Identifying & involving 2.

stakeholders

Describing context3.

Identifying conservation goals4.

Collecting socio5. -econ data

Collecting biodiversity data6.

Setting conservation objectives7.

Reviewing achievement of 8.

objectives

Selecting new areas9.

Applying conservation actions10.

Maintaining and monitoring11.
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Incorporating SES thinking:

1. Careful consideration of both the social and 

ecological elements of the target region 

and their interactions; 

2. Inclusion of social scientists familiar with 

social-ecological systems ideas in the 

planning process; 

3. Building capacity within existing 

complementary local or regional 

institutions;

4. Discussion among planners about which 

methods, tools, and data are appropriate to 

the planning context 

5. Prioritizing data collection and analysis.



Examples

Articulate social objectives alongside •

biodiversity objectives
Specific – and quantitative articulations of goals (e.g. 

“expand available schooling to 85% of the population 

under the age of 16”).

Some social goals and objectives could serve to –

increase compliance with the rules governing 

conservation areas (e.g. a goal might be: “to ensure 

viable fisheries livelihoods”; the objective would be: 

“fishing-designated areas provide at least 90% of 

previous catch for each fishery”).

Multiple objectives can be pursued through •

zoning

Prioritize management • actions to provide 

ecosystem services that benefit people and 

biodiversity
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Examples of methods and 

tools

1. Describing and analyzing the SES in which 

planning is taking place

Institutional analysis: Understand •

existing formal and informal rules/norms 

Network analysis: Identify stakeholders, •

their interactions with each other and 

government agencies

Input• -output models: analyze potential 

impacts of changes in one of part 

system on another



Examples of methods and 

tools

2. Eliciting input into the planning process:

– Collaborative mapping tools: enable stakeholder 

participation

– Describing and sharing mental models (e.g., 

content analysis, cognitive mapping, consensus 

analysis): facilitates open communication, aids 

incorporating multiple sources of knowledge

– Deliberative democratic methods: elicit 

stakeholder values and preferences e.g., when 

constructing goals and objectives

– Multi-criteria decision making and structured 

decision making
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Examples of methods and 

tools

3. Analyzing, selecting, and designing 

conservation and supporting actions

Cost– -benefit analysis, return on 

investment

Considering social objectives in addition –

to biodiversity

Multi– -dimensional trade-off analysis

Psychological factors–

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=3981810&id=623417813


Consider cons. and enabling actions



Good practices

Consider biodiversity and social •

considerations to be equally important for the 

success of conservation

Provide adequate resources (time, capacity, •

funds) for social considerations

Tailor approaches to the context (there are •

no “best” practices as each place is unique)

Reflect on who has the power to make •

decisions – is anyone missing?

Track and share lessons learned•



Thank you!

nban@uvic.ca

Twitter: @MarineCons


